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Vice-President's Pen

Mr. Prateek Mundeja
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The journey of this month was
indeed a thrill ing one. With over
50 interns onboard, planning
and implementing an entirely
new event kept my phone
buzzing 24 hours. Not to
exaggerate, but this was the
best and most productive month
of The Visionific Organisation I
have ever been a part of. The
event Empyrean and the
motivation behind it, "to 

empower each and every student", once again mad  everyone
believe in Visionific's will to work for students. One of the
main highlight of this edition is "An Insight into a Topper's
Head", where all the upcoming board examination attendees
were given a boost to their preparation. I would love to
quote Prerna here who in the last edition said, "I realise that
we haven't achieved a lot till now, but I do believe in
celebrating the little benchmarks too!"

So, cheers to Team Visionific! The Ares!
Looking forward to bringing many more fun and educational
events

for you all . Stay tuned :)





With the aim to let the young minds discover their talents and provide them
with a podium to showcase their skills, The Visionific Organization launched V-
TOP: Visionific’s Talent On-Boarding Programme on 21st December 2020. V-
TOP was a month long comprehensive programme which helped one pick up,
polish and showcase their skills to the audience. This internship programme
provided participants with a deep insight into Event Management, Marketing
and Public Relations and Content Creation. After we launched the programme
successfully

on every social media handle of the Visionific
Organization, the Registrations for the same
began from 24th December 2020. The
Registration process came to an end on 31st
December 2020 with an overwhelming response
of about 150 total registrations from high
school and college students. After the closure
of registration process, participants were
shortlisted for the second round of Interview
for their final selection in the programme.
Interviews began from 3rd January 2021 and
went on till 6th January 2021. After a tedious
interview process, 66 participants were
selected as the Final Members of V-TOP. 

“Te l l  me and I  forget ,
teach me and I  may
remember ,  involve me
and I  learn . ”  

V-TOP
 Visionific’s Talent On-Boarding Programme
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The Internship Programme commenced from 9th January 2021 with a grand
Orientation Ceremony wherein the Visionific Organization got acquainted with
the on-boarded members and vice- versa. As the internship was planned to be
executed in two phases, after the orientation ceremony the participants were
divided in the teams of 4- 5 members for the first phase of their internship.
There were 11 teams in total who were given the task of formulation and
planning of an event for youth which they wish to conduct through the platform
of our organization. All the teams were provided a team leader from the core
team of Visionific Organization for proper guidance and support. V-TOP
members showed a lot of hard work and dedication for the formulation of event
plans. After a week, they were asked to present their plans in front of the core
team members. From 11 plans, few shortlisted ones were put to vote. After a
very successful voting, draft event plan by the name “Empyrean: Accomplish
your DUe dream” was selected which was a three day event that talked about
the different paths to take admission in Delhi University. 

After the selection of the event, the second phase of the internship started
wherein the members were given a chance to conduct Empyrean with their
knowledge and talent along with the guidance and support of the core team
members. Apart from event management,    V-TOP members were divided into
teams of ‘Marketing and Public Relations’ and ‘Content Creation’ on the basis
of their interest and choice. Both the teams worked in congruence to the event
Empyrean. 
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Marketing and PR team had almost 22 members who were given an experience
to market, promote and socialize the event. They were also told to bring
collaborations, sponsorships and participants for the event which in turn helped
them to understand the essentials of public relations. Marketing and PR team
worked to spread the information about our event to as many students and
teachers as possible. On the other hand, the Content team which contained
almost 18 members were asked to write articles, poems or blogs for our official
website and monthly newsletter: The Insight which in turn helped them to
enhance and showcase their writing skills . The conduction dates of Empyrean
were decided to be 12-14 January 2021. Empyrean was a grand success as it saw
more than 60 individual registrations and 8 collaborations from famous
organizations namely DU_Masti, EATMYNEWS, Graphycoon, DU Beat, Delhi
University Official, Umpteen treasure, Kollege Konnection and DU Helps. Along
with that, we received optimistic and encouraging reviews from the audience of
Empyrean and this was only made possible with ardent efforts of V-TOP
members. Through Empyrean, V-TOP members understood the requirements and
basics to conduct an event. 
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In addition to this, V-TOP members witnessed three great sessions from eminent
speakers in this internship programme. The first session was “How to pull-off a
successful event?” and the speaker was Ms. Sharil Thakur, Secretary RaCDA.
Second session was delivered by Mr. Vishal, Founder of Learning While
Travelling on Essentials of Marketing and PR. The last and third session was
addressed by Mr. Shivam Nagpal, Founder of Organ for Life on Social
Entrepreneurship. All the three sessions saw an enthusiastic attendance of V-
TOP members. The Ratings of the sessions and speakers were extremely positive
and V-TOP members gained immense knowledge. 

Apart from tiresome tasks, the core team members planned creative team
buildings activities for interns which were filled with entertainment and
freshness. The V-TOP Internship officially ended on 9th February 2021 with the
splendid virtual farewell party wherein we looked upon on our great journey of
V-TOP, celebrated with a few songs by our guest performer Ms. Mitali and
played fun filled games. Out of almost 40 members who were left in the end, 15
members received awards and appreciations like Tickets to Singapore, Syahi
Stationary Coupons, Chocolate Coupons and Letter of Recommendations from
The Visionific Organization. The Participation Certificates were received by all
the members of Visionific’s Talent On-Boarding Programme. 

After the completion of V-TOP Internship Programme, The Visionific
Organization gave a chance to the members of V-TOP to join the core team.
After the registration and interview process, four extremely hard working and
talented minds got selected for the core team. Lastly, few students received
awards, few got selected for core team and few received only participation
certificates but with utter belief all the members of this internship gained
enormous knowledge, practical skills for their future which marked the success
of Visionific’s Talent On-Boarding Programme 1.0!
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I joined V-Top as an intern at first, and
honestly speaking I never dreamt of
being a core member here, but every
passing day at the internship taught me
something new and innovative, which
gave me confidence to execute things in
a manner that was efficient as well as
effective.
The journey of my internship was
amazing and I didn't want to leave the
organization. So I gave my best to
crack the interview for the core team,
which turned out to be a successful
decision and here I am, at the Visionific
Organisation as a core member. For me,
being here is one of the best things that
ever happened to me, I won't let it go
away only to give my best everytime
required.

My experience at V-Top as a PR Intern
was a blend of stress and passion. While
there were times when I had other
commitments stressing me, there were
also times when I felt passionate enough
to dedicate all my effort to V-Top. It was
a really unexpected journey for me, and
lasted quite long. Over the course of my
internship, I learnt a lot of things, which
further made me fall for the
organization altogether. I 'm thankful and
grateful to have received recognition as
a core team member of The Visionific
Organization, although sitting for the
interview of core team was an abrupt
decision for me. I wish to rise, and take
this Organization to greater heights!
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New Members of our team

Arshita Dua

Prarthna
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I stumbled upon the mail about an
internship opportunity called VTOP in
the end of December 2020. I liked the
program so I immediately applied to it . I
wasn't new to Visionific as I had already
participated in their first event, Qafiyah.
What I admired about them is the
atmosphere they create and how
welcomed they make people feel. My
interview was on January 5; I felt like it
wasn't my best shot and I wouldn't get
selected. And boom! Fast forward to the
9th and I get added to the WhatsApp
group of selected members. I was very
excited! The first thing was to make
event plans together with your allotted 
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team and there I met a now good friend, Karnika. Our event plan Genzega
wasn't selected but I didn't lose hope and wanted to give my best to the
selected plan- Empyrean. Then I specifically worked for the Marketing and
Public Relations department. I discovered my love for PR there. I myself was
amazed at how many collabs I could get and some of the people I spoke to
were awesome! I got registrations as well . All of our efforts paid off at the
end, making Empyrean successful. 

As to what I 've learnt, it 's actually a lot. The essentials of marketing and
public relations and even the passion it takes for content creation. How
exploring all this makes it easier to work and what it takes to build worthy
connections for life. The team building skills, teamwork and camaraderie that
matters. Everything did change me in some way. V-TOP was truly a holistic
development cum internship programme.

In the final formal meeting, the forms for core team membership selection
were out and I filled it without second thought. The farewell night was so good,
I literally felt true to the word "family" that we all give ourselves. C'mon, I 've
many people in Delhi before even actually going there; imagine how it would
be after! My interview was scheduled and it went pretty well ; except for the
fact that I had my math exam the next day. A few days later, I was selected
and trust me, I 'M SO PROUD AND GRATEFUL. Well, now, I 'm enthralled
whenever I realize that I 'm Ms. Sravya Machina, Public Relations Manager at
the Visonific Organisation. A very special thanks to Prerna, Prateek, Ishita,
Nitya, Navya and Arshita

Sravya
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I shriharsh I feel very happy to share my
time with visionific. At first I want to
start with the environment. As I was
doing internships with different
organizations I did not had that
connection between the team members.
But in the visionific it ’s totally different.
The team was so good where all the
members were so friendly, I felt as I was
working with my colleges. And the
knowledge we gained when we discussed
regarding the projects and the events. At
first I joined the visionific as an intern.
For a marketing department and then
slowly there was a second internship in 
which I took part which was V−TOP (Visionific Talent On boarding Program)
which was a month internship program. It was a very successful and wonderful
internship where we learnt how to conduct a successful event; we learnt how to
be a social entrepreneur. We gained lot of experience by interacting with
different interns we also learnt how to make ourselves better. And more than
that we met different friend who were from different parts of INDIA, I felt so
happy by seeing so many talented ones in one platform. And our event in v top
(EMPYREAN) was a grand successful one which helped students to get
admission in Delhi university (DU). With a very good scholarship, and then we
had team building meetings which helped the interns to get to know each other
more and these meetings helped us to make ourselves better. As it was going
on, the one month V−TOP internship came to an end. With lots of good things
where I was awarded one of the star performers which was expecting for me as
there were lot of good performers. But I was happy that I became one of star
performer. And then my journey from an intern to a core team member started,
as they said that there will a recruitment for core team at first I was not ready
for it but I just took the chance and I applied for it . Then we had personal
interview where I was thrown with few exited and few tricky questions which I
enjoyed answering, and then when results came out I was happy when I saw the
invitation mail for core team. As I became one of the core team members I got
positioned as a Marketing Associate. Now I am very much excited to work with
the visionific.

Also, to those who I 've interacted less with- Prarthna, Shriharsh, Mansee,
Bhavneet, Uday, Saakhi and all the other interns. The experience was great till
now, truly looking forward to memorable and fruitful future endeavours :))

Shriharsh
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Hey readers,

Every month at Visionific is an adventure. There's work, there is confusion, and
just a hell of a lot of innovation. Last month wasn't so different either. Our team
organized two events, one to fire up the DU dreams in the aspiring students and
the other to water down the Boards Exam Stress.

On a personal level, it was a Creative month. It was a tiring bunch of 28 days
but that too in a good way, I slacked at a few of my goals but the general
progress made up for it. A fair share of the "dead" zones was there too but I'm
grateful to my people and my work to pull me out of them.

These events were a success and if you were a part of any of these, I can fairly
expect that your expectations were satisfied. What I'm actually even more
excited about is that our tiny family of Visionific grew by 4 new core-team
members!  I would once again welcome the Poetic Prathna, the Soulful Sravya,
the Aspiring Arshita, and the Spectacular Shreeharsh. (You can get to know
them on our team page: www.thevisionific.com/team)

Coming to the star member part of this piece, I am more than grateful to be a
part of Visionific. Surprisingly, even though I love making our team planning
tougher with my criticism (sometimes constructive); I was honored to this title for
this month. A big thank you to the whole Visionific family for that.

Let's hope that this month is even more prosperous for our fam and obviously
for our people (you) too!

May the Force be with you,
Uday

UDAY V SINGH
STAR MEMBER OF THE MONTH (FEBRUARY)
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Feminism : A Misunderstood
Notion by Prerna Dewan

I strongly believe that we all need to build a world which works for all
regardless of their sex. Therefore, on the occasion of International Women’s
Day, let us understand the core concept of Feminism and why do people
continue to hate and resist the idea fiercely.

While the data and research available online clearly depicts that there is
tremendous dissent and vehement disagreement today among people around
the world about the status and importance of equality, there are millions of
people who both inwardly and outwardly do NOT support the idea that there
should be equal rights and equal opportunities for men and women alike. There
are thousands of people who feel we’ve already arrived at equality for men and
women. Furthermore, there are also thousands of people who believe we’re not
at all there yet, and support continuing efforts to pave the way for equal rights
for men and women. There are thousands who believe in equal rights but find
“feminism” a word and a movement that doesn’t align with their personal beliefs
or values probably because they do not have a clear understanding of what it
means!

It ’s abundantly clear that our specific views on these issues are rooted deeply in
our own personal and direct experiences, rather than on any data, research or
science surrounding the issues. If we’ve personally faced discrimination, we know
beyond doubt that it exists. But if we haven’t faced it ourselves, we often doubt
that it happens. Finally, both conscious and unconscious gender bias is
engrained within us, but most of us aren’t aware of it .
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First, let’s understand what feminism is meant to be.

Feminism is the advocacy of women's rights on the basis of the equality of the
sexes. To explain it in other terms, it is the theory of the political, economic,
and social equality of the sexes.

Feminism at its core is about equality of men and women, not “sameness.” So
many people offer up the argument that women are not the “same” as men so
there can’t be equality. In other words, because their bodies are different, and
because men and women have different physical capabilities, these physical
differences mean equality is not possible according to some people.

It ’s critical to understand that “same” does not mean “equal.” The issue here is
about equal rights and equal access to opportunities.  Men and women don’t
have to be the “same” in physicality to have the right to equality. God has made
us with different physical qualities and capacities but that is no ground for
discrimination on the part of humans. Equal opportunity for both is the key!
Now the question arises why do so many hate the term feminism and the
feminist movement?

I believe there are five critical reasons behind this.

Firstly, Feminism has been associated with strong, forceful and angry women,
and our society continues to punish forceful women since ages.  Secondly, many 
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people fear that feminism will mean that men will eventually lose out – of
power, influence, impact, authority, and control, and economic opportunities.
Thirdly, many people believe that feminists want to control the world and put
men down. Fourthly, many people fear that feminism will overturn time-
honoured traditions, religious beliefs and established gender roles, and that
feels scary and wrong.

And lastly, many people fear that feminism will bring about negative shifts in
relationships, marriage, society, culture, power and authority dynamics, and in
business, job and economic opportunities if and when women are on an equal
footing with men.

This is a critical issue of today’s era. People do not wish to put effort into
understanding what a concept truly means and instead base their
understanding on rumours that run around from generation to generation.
Therefore, I strongly believe that our generation can be the one accounting for
the maximum change in this area, because ours will be an educated generation
about topics such as these. And if we take on the responsibility to educate just
our family members about the essence of feminism, we can go a long way in
bringing about significant change.
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“In a world full of trends, I want to remain a classic.”

For my 10th grade SUPW project, the topic given was fashion designing. I kept on
procrastinating it to the last as I was focusing more on my main subjects. One day when I
finally had to do it, I started looking up a few fashion design sketches and stuff. I chose 4
designs, drew them on paper and coloured them. Then I had to go through the handbooks of
basics of fashion designing and label all the materials, patterns and styles used. I added
some theory and the project was done.

It sounds very simple when I put it like that. But trust me when I say, I learned quite a lot. It
might look easy but it’s not. Fashion designing is truly an art that not everyone can master. I 

Fashion 101
by  Sravya Machina
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personally only like doing projects on it, not making a career out of it. Fashion
is very different from other fields. It’s about living in the moment, living now.
You can neither dwell about the past nor dream about the future. Every day,
you get dressed, and every day, you’re recreating yourself. That feeling is
simply amazing. I’m not at all saying that clothes judge everything in your life
and you as a person, but don’t you think when you dress good, you feel good?
If you haven’t felt that yet, do try it and tell me!

There are times in life, when no matter how composed and controlled you are,
you hit a point where none of your clothes feel right. Maybe they don’t fit or
maybe your life isn’t the same anymore. You want your clothes to be like you.
You want your clothes to represent your personality. Then, when you go out for
shopping, you try out new designs and experiment with new things, and that’s
when you’re recreating yourself. Your clothing is the tool that helps you
transition through change. It’s why fashion is very beautiful. Fashion is
individuality but only in a materialistic way that influences a person both
emotionally and mentally. It differs for each and every individual, and that’s
why a good fashion designing must master the “art” of fashion design in order
to make all customers happy and even to create a successful career out of it. 
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Fashion designing is a mix of both science and art. The romanticism you feel while reading a
good novel, a fashion designer converts it to reality in the form of clothing. As a designer, it is
your job to show creativity as well as present the technologies that enhance your artwork. But
see, you don’t have to make a career out of fashion design, because you do it every day.
When you wake up in the morning to choose which clothes you’re gonna wear today, that’s a
part of fashion. When you go out to shop and select outfits for yourself, that’s fashion.
Fashion is playing a huge role in the lives of Gen Z. And dare I say, it’s something we all do
to survive each passing day. As Blair Wardolf from Gossip Girl said, “If you’re gonna be sad,
you might as well be sad in Paris.” (As Paris is an epitome of fashion) By wearing an outfit
that defines you, you can ‘say who you are without having to even speak.’ 
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21 March is a global awareness day for the Down Syndrome and is hence known as World
Down Syndrome Day (WDSD).

Down's syndrome also known as Trisomy 21,  is a genetic disorder caused when abnormal cell
division results in extra genetic material from chromosome 21. 

In simpler words, while a baby is born with 46 chromosomes, babies with Down Syndrome
have an extra copy of a particular chromosomes, i.e; chromosome 21. The extra copy changes
the way the baby's brain and body develops.

The third week of March on the 21st day was not selected on a whim. This day was selected as
it signifies the uniqueness of the triplication (trisomy) of the 21st chromosome. 

This is a common disorder and there are about 30,000 cases in India every year. In the 1960s,
a baby born with Down syndrome often didn’t see their 10th birthday, but today, life
expectancy for people with Down syndrome has reached an average of 50 to 60 years.

Though not all people with Down syndrome have the same features, some of the more
common features include:
•Flattened face
•Small head
•Short neck
•Protruding tongue
•Upward slanting eye lids (palpebral fissures)
•Unusually shaped or small ears
•Poor muscle tone
•Broad, short hands with a single crease in the palm
•Relatively short fingers and small hands and feet
•Excessive flexibility
•Tiny white spots on the colored part (iris) of the eye called Brushfield's spots
•Short height

Children with Down syndrome often meet age-related milestones. However, they may learn
more slowly than other children. 

There’s no cure for Down syndrome, but there’s a wide variety of support and educational
programs that can help both people with the condition and their families.

Down Syndrome
21 March

by Navya Jain
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I DON'T WANT TO
LOOK BACK & THINK

"I COULD HAVE EATEN THAT"

Follow for more mouth watering pictures 

@mansee_captures_food



I used to think everything was gonna
be happy always.

But that wasn't what happened.

My mother didn't tell me that I would
burn in the fire of my own thoughts
and forget to ask myself who I am.

I've become a bitter, cold hearted
person.

I've become the one behind many
people's tears, including mine.

I've been hurting hearts, breaking
promises,

I've been ruining everything lately.

I've become the one I never thought I
would.

But, I'm the one that keeps me alive,
My unspoken truth is my raging
agony,

This non-understandable anguish is
what led to the

APOCALYPSE OF MY HEART 

Explanation

There are so many times in our lives
when we don’t feel we like ourselves.
At times, you don’t know what you’re
doing or if you are actually doing
something. There are a lot of things
that you thought would never happen,
but they are happening now. Nothing
makes sense, really. C’mon, we all
have such experiences in life. 

The trick is to allow yourself
opportunities for tiny bits of
happiness first. I think when you lose
yourself; you are only losing some
parts, some old beliefs, thoughts and
ways. And they are separated from us
for the greater good. You have to
feel the grief, the pain, in order to let
it go forever. After that, everything
slowly becomes better and you are
fine. You will always be fine in the
end, no matter what, remember that.
Only hoping for that end, we can live
our lives. Life is not all roses, it is
thorns too; you have to pass the
thorns to get the expected roses. 

FADED
By Sravya Machina
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Can I be both?
A man of cold logic and all the knowledge

And a dreamer who loves to write poetry about
the autumn leaves?

Can I be both?
A man who writes paper about changing

world order
And a writer and a lover of art and music?
Can I dare to stand out in the world which

categorizes left brain and right brain people?
In such a world,

CAN I DARE TO BE DIFFERENT?

CAN I DARE TO BE DIFFERENT?

By Prerna Dewan
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Jumpstart
National Level Workshop and

Case Study Competition (Online)

Organized by E-Cell, IMT Ghaziabad
in association with

Tata Education Excellence Program

For School Students of Class 8-12th

1 LAKH
Scholarship worth

for top three
performers

14 MAR'21
WORKSHOP (ONLINE)

21 MAR'21 
FINAL PRESENTATION

(ONLINE)

Register Now: https://forms.gle/xwqJuzf83oPscBAA8

https://forms.gle/xwqJuzf83oPscBAA8


An Insight Into A Topper's Head
Interview with Karishma Arora

CBSE Topper 2019

Q.1 What was your experience of
board exams: was it tiring or fun
or both? 

Board exams are a hype honestly.
You've to be consistent throughout
so that you don't become anxious
all the time when it actually arrives.
It was a bit of fear but I planned
everything from very beginning so
boards didn't scare me much. All
together it was good, can't say it 
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was fun but it was good to
experience that.

Q.2 In board exams there is a
bulk of a syllabus, so according
to that do you think maintaining
consistency in studies is
important or not?

Being consistent is really important
and I know this because I was
consistent from very start and it
really helped me alot. 
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Q.3 What was your study
schedule and how did you
actually maintain concentration
for the whole time you studied?

Since I am a very organized person
from very start and I love planning
things in advance so this habit of
mine helped me a lot. As a human
you've your concentration capacity
so I use to study for like 40 to 45
mins and then take break for 10 to
15 mins and start again. Also, I am
well aware of my strengths and
weaknesses that I kept in my mind
while preparing my schedule. Like I
am morning person, so I use to take
hard topics in the morning and
then shift to topics with a slightly
less difficult level.

Q.4 So now you were a
humanities student, so did you
actually believe in the concept
of cramming?

First of all , I want to break this
stereotype that since I am a
humanities student I would have
crammed things. It is not like that,
everything is totally based on your
interest. If you are interested in the
subjects and they are of your
choice you don't need to cram,
everything is a matter of knowledge
and you enjoy discovering new
things in that particular field. 

Q.5 Now to maintain one's
health during board exam is a
task! So how did you keep up

with your physical as well as
mental health and what help it
provided to studies?

Staying healthy is really very
important, so make sure that you
take your meals on time and sleep
well . For mental health, you always
need to find a hobby or something
that helps you relax and be calm in
every situation. For me, it was
dancing and that really helped me
to maintain my calm. 

Q.6 What do you think is better
with board exam's perspective:
Hard work or Smart work?

Smart work definitely! You've to
smartly plans your schedules and
topics you are going to study in a
day and pick correct time slots
accordingly. You've to self analyze
and make plan accordingly to your
capabilities. So, smart work always
plays a crucial role every time.

Q.7 We all hear a lot that not
just the syllabus which one
learns but presentation matters
a lot in board exams so any tips
you would like to share for the
presentation of answer. 

I agree that presentation matters
alot. You dont have to fill
unnecessary sheets all you have to
do is write to the point answers.
Also try not to do a lot of cutting
because that gives an impression
that this student might not know
the concept clearly. 
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Q.8 After the syllabus and
presentation of answer comes
the revision part which is really
important when one appears for
boards so what were your
revision strategies?

Strategies vary from person to
person. For me I use to make notes
and revise them every time
required.

Q.9 How did you deal with the
suggestions or advices coming
from all the people around you?
Did you listen to all the advices
or just ignored them all?

I took all the advices to my
advantage and considered each of
them and then applied the advice
which was better suited according
to my situation.

Q. 10 A day prior to any exam is
a very important day for any
student so what according to
you are the "last day
preparation" tips?

Last minute tips would be to stay
calm and revise the syllabus at
least once. Staying calm in such a
situation is really necessary
because as a human we have the
tendency to forget things when we
are anxious or nervous. So, stay
calm! Its just an exam. 

Q.11 Any general or post exam
tips to students?

My tip would be do not stuck on
one particular thing while
attempting the paper and do not
panic. Stay calm and believe in
yourself.
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Empyrean
Accomplish your DUe Dream

 
 
 
 
 

As part of our Visionific Talent Onboarding Programme, the
interns along with the core team planned out and executed

this one of a kind event called Empyrean. 
 

It highlighted various enlightening facts about routes of
admission to the well known Delhi University. Along with

Merit based admissions, ECA system and sports quota were
explained in detail by our speaker Mr. Nishant Parmar. He
also threw light on entrance based admissions and went on
to discuss and clear the queries of the student attendees. 

 
The event proved to be highly successful and was

appreciated by the audience. 
 

We hope you're looking forward to Empyrean 2.0 now!
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